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- The AGILE Framework 
- Foreman, Puppet, Hiera, Facter and Mcollective

- Is it really agile ? host install/config example

- Production services

- Current status and plans

Outline
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- OS type
- Installation (ks)
- Partition (ks)
- Format
- Hostgroup association
- Actions (run on 
demand, via ai-cli-
foreman): installhost, 
hostgroup, select OS, 
etc..
- Netinfo from lanDB

The AGILE framework

Post-install and configuration

Installation and profile management

'Legacy' CDB

mcollective Facter

- Configuration 
variables 
abstraction layer

- Cluster 
orchestration tool:
CDBDump + wassh

- Node's info collector

kept for:
- Console
- AIMS

- RPM's
- Config files 
- Daemons

HIERA
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Foreman

- Aimed to be a single address for machine life cycle management

- Integrates with puppet and acts as a web front end to it

- Takes care of provisioning until the point puppet is running
- allowing puppet to do what it does best: post-install and configuration

- Shows systems inventory (based on facter) and provides real time 
information about hosts status based on puppet reports

- Customization of disk partitioning and kickstart templates

- It's de facto the new 'CDB' for Agile
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http://reductivelabs.com/products/puppet


Puppet 

- Puppet is an automated administrative engine (based on centralized 
specifications)

- Master-client relation using  a common repository

- Puppet can let you focus more on how things should be done and 
less on doing them 

- Scales well and good recovery capability 

- Agent receives a compiled catalog describing the desired configuration

- Puppet agent takes on the job to apply changes (configurations) if 
needed

- Bad change propagates fast, so it is in quattor
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A Puppet cycle 
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- Facter is a tool designed to gather information on puppet managed nodes 

- Based on ruby code snippets, exposes to puppet and foreman the 
information one wants to extract from the node

- Possible to create custom facts
- can also be used to create conditional expressions in Puppet 

- Possible to encode ruby snippets inside templates based on facts

Facter $mountpoints give: /,/var,/tmp,/boot,/srv/castor/01,..,/srv/castor/17

castor.conf should specify: /srv/castor/01/.. /srv/castor/XX

Embedded ruby snippet inside the configuration template:  
RmNode MountPoints <% mountpoints.scan(/\/srv\/castor\/\w+/).each do |mp| -%><%
= mp %>/ <% end -%>

Facter
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diskserver atlas

cms

t0atlas

t0input

headnode lhcb

ca
st

or

class castor::diskserver {
class {'castor::diskserverinstall':

cnshost                    => hiera('cnshost'),
                        nodetype                 => hiera('castor_nodetype',"default"),

stagerhost               => hiera('castor_stager_host'),
stagersvcclass       => hiera('castor_stager_svcclass')

lhcbdisk

tapeserver

 
- Diversity in configurations benefits from an abstraction layer where to define 
configuration variables

- Hiera provides a global structure to define variables, seamlessly integrated with 
puppet tree

- Modules inherit the variables hierarchically through the hostgroup mapping in 
Foreman

   hostgroup-node association: castor / diskserver / atlas / t0atlas

Hiera
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mcollective
- Framework to build server orchestration or parallel job execution 
systems.

- Broadcast paradigm: one message leaves the client and gets 
broadcasted to all nodes

- RPC enabled: possibility to expose relevant state variables for your 
system as a fact, then gather info, set actuators,...
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Deployment of a diskserver for a specific service class inside ATLAS instance: t0atlas

Host instal/config example 

init.pp nodetype install

HIERA - variables definition. Logic and hierarchic tree.

Puppet - Hiera variables known by the classes (.pp files)
Needed configuration get activated:
'castorns  stagerhost  nodetype  svccla  daemons'
variables pushed into puppet tree
Facts

config 
files

rpms 
daem

Define and add the host to Foreman
Assign hostgroup: castor/diskserver/atlas/t0atlas
Install the host (part table, ks)

Host ready

catalogue

Puppet run

New host
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diskserver atlas

cms

t0atlas

t0input

headnode lhcb

ca
st

or

lhcbdisk

tapeserver
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Mapping the host into a service 

hostgroup - host association (foreman)
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hostgroup - host association (foreman)hostgroup - host association (foreman)

Mapping the host into a service 
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Profiling through variables 

per instance versioning
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Working out the templates

diskserver castor.
conf

headnode
castor.conf

native fact 

tapeserver
castor.conf

Custom fact
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Host instal/config example (internals) Host instal/config example (internals) 

Repos

Secrets
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Host instal/config example (internals) 
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Host instal/config example (internals) 
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Host instal/config example (internals) 
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Host instal/config example (internals) 
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Host instal/config example (internals) 
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Host instal/config example (internals) 



Production
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- Service Class for COMPASS experiment  in production
- Entirely integrated within AGILE 

- Users moved from old COMPASS004D (370TB) to new COMPASSUSER 
(330TB)

- Roadmap 
- Prototyping phase:~3 weeks 
- Parallel running: ~2 months
- In production since:~3 months

- Integrated in SLS and LEMON

- Alarmed

- Grid-aware

Production phase (2)Production phase: diskservers
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- Hosting cockpit machinery: mae, stomp-clients, hadoop, hbase and the 
cockpit web interface

- See Benjamin's presentation: New CASTOR monitoring this afternoon

Production phase (2)Production phase: Cockpit
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- Early adopters having agile-based services in production:
- Disk pool for Compass experiment
- Castor monitoring (cockpit) 

- Agile tools powerful but not production QoS yet:
- Puppet: New concept, more modular and cleaner than CDB. Wide community. Modules 
can be shared.Worth to move in. Puppet-DB server is usually the hot point.  
- Hiera: Nice abstraction layer. Ease multiple flavor configurations keeping puppet 
manifests simple. GPG encryption backend for secrets.
- Foreman useful interface with room for improvement (permissions, speed, visualization). 
Interesting for sysadmins as well. Puppet labs counter-attacking with puppet-dashboard.
- mcollective need further exploring but looks really powerful. Based on facts. Strong 
candidate to replace CERN host management tools. Prototype for host management in 
place. Not working on SLC5. 

- Targeting a full CASTOR instance under agile (repack)

- Prototyping tapeservers

- Knowhow acquired easily exportable (eos, afs, etc.)

Current status and plans
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Thanks !



Backup slides



Puppet building blocks

- A module is just a directory with stuff in it, and the magic comes from 
putting the stuff where puppet expects to find it 

- Modules are reusable bundles of code and data

- Manifests are the puppet programs

- Not intended to be reused and may include modules

- The core of them is the resource declaration, representing the desired state of 
one resource

- Ultimate goal is to make sure the right resources are being managed the 
right way

- Classes are blocks of code that can be turned on or off. They are located 
inside the manifests
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=> contains static files, which managed nodes can download

=> contains plugins, like custom facts and custom resource types

=> contains the manifests in the module

=> contains templates, which can be referenced from the module’s manifests or hieradata

=> contains a class definition: class castor {}

=> other classes: class castor::tapeserver {}

=> directory matching module name
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Puppet building blocks (example)



- OS type, hostgroup, etc. selected when adding host into Foreman (via cli 
or web):

 ai-foreman-cli addhost lxfsrl0107 --oper "SLC 5.8" --model e4_08_4 --arch x86_64 --
hostgroup  base/castor/diskserver/atlas/t0atlas --owner espinal 

- Kickstart file and disk partitioning:
- Using custom (castor) kickstart file, uploaded into Foreman can be associated 

to a hostgroup (ie. castor ks inherited by all base/castor/diskserver)

- Hooks inside the kickstart file to call external scripts (ie. prepareInstall for 
disk format)

/usr/sbin/fileserver-datadisk-setup.sh --force --wipe --fs xfs --prefix /srv/castor/ || :

- Common modules can be easily added per node or hostgroup: lemon, ntp, 
mcollective, afs,...

- ai-foreman-cli install host do the equivalent of aims2client updateks + 
certificate staging

- Once Installation finishes, puppet run and do the post-install and 
configuration. Host is ready
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Host instal/config example (2) 



Prototype: Host status with mcollective

- RPC based Ruby agent in place ( to expose a fact: host_status 

- Fact's key-value pair is stored in /etc/facter/facts.d/ 

- The fact value is exposed to Foreman and retrieved as a fact by 
mcollective

- Mechanism in place to basically mimic: sms set, sms get and sms show 

[root@tpsrv680 agent]# cat /usr/libexec/mcollective/mcollective/agent/hoststate.rb 
module MCollective
    module Agent
 [...]

 
        action "set" do
     validate :msg, String
            reply[:msg] = request[:msg]

reply[:status] = run("echo host_status=#{request[:msg]} > /etc/facter/facts.d/host_status.txt;date >> /var/log/host_status.
stack; echo #{request[:msg]} >> /var/log/host_status.stack", :stdout => :out, :stderr => :err, :cwd => "/tmp")

[...]
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- Based on the exposed $fact for hoststate we can trigger the pertinent 
scripts: either at the node or from an admin node

- Change state global by hostgroup level: base/castor/x/y/z:
mco rpc -v -W hostgroup=base/castor/tapeserver hoststate set msg="Draining"

- Change state of a single box:
  

- Fact visible in Foreman

Prototype: Host status with mcollective

- Retrieved via mcollective
14:02:37:xavierc3@aiadm01:~$ mco facts -v host_status -W hostgroup=base/castor/tapeserver
Report for fact: host_status              
        castor-hntest01.cern.ch:    Draining
        castor-tp01.cern.ch:  Production 
        tpsrv680.cern.ch:  Production23

mco rpc -v -F hostname=tpsrv680.cern.ch hoststate set msg="Production"
 



hoststate is a
       $fact

m-collective

hoststate 
   agent

node admin node

Ask for $hostsate

change
$hostsate

if $hostsate = X
do action

get

set

(ie. drain diskserver)

Request can be per node/hostgroup o 
$fact

run("/bin/whatever")

?

Receiving 
agent/DB

?

 is req_state!=$hoststate?

set

set $hostate

update $fact

if $hostsate = X
do action

...
yes

file

Prototype: Host status with m-collective
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